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ABSTRACT

We present JAX-XC an open-source library that provides exchange-correlation
functionals in Jax. JAX-XC is built from LIBXC, its correctness has been verified
numerically against LIBXC. Thanks to Jax, JAX-XC is end-to-end differentiable,
computationally more efficient thanks to the vectorization provided by XLA, and
also portable on various accelerators. More importantly, as more research is fo-
cusing on machine learning for density functional theory, we hope that JAX-XC
could serve as a deep learning-friendly tool and a stepping-stone for researchers
working in the intersection of deep learning and density functional theory.

1 INTRODUCTION

With its predominant application on molecular and material, Kohn-Sham (KS) Density Functional
Theory (DFT) is the most widely-used method in computational quantum chemistry. Exchange-
correlation (XC) functional is at the core of KS-DFT: it includes information related to quantum
exchange and correlation effects. The exact XC functional can not be written analytically, and the
choice of different approximations is the key to the accuracy of the computation.

Researchers propose many explicit forms as approximations of the exact XC functional for practical
numerical implementation. Efforts have been made for decades; among them, there are famous
functionals like B88 (Becke, 1988), PW91 (Perdew et al., 1992), and PBE (Perdew et al., 1996)
proposed with parameters fit to experimental data. At the time of writing, over 700 XC functionals
are implemented in LIBXC (Marques et al., 2012; Lehtola et al., 2018), a software libary that collects
and numerically implements XC functionals. Implementations in LIBXC are ubiquitously used in
downstream software packages. Examples include but do not limit to PySCF (Sun et al., 2018;
2020), Psi4 (Smith et al., 2020) and BigDFT (Ratcliff et al., 2020).

Recently, in the vein of AI for science, DFT has attracted increasing attention from deep learning
(DL) community (Chen et al., 2020; Kalita et al., 2021; Li et al., 2023). Many research efforts have
been paid to learn either a black-box (Lei & Medford, 2019; Dick & Fernandez-Serra, 2020; Nagai
et al., 2020; Dick & Fernandez-Serra, 2021; Kasim & Vinko, 2021; Ryabov et al., 2020; Kirkpatrick
et al., 2021) or an analytical-form (Ma et al., 2022; Kovács et al., 2022) XC functional, in which
existing XC functionals serves as a sub-computation or as the baseline for benchmarking. In these
existing works, the researchers need to integrate DFT software and deep learning frameworks, for
example, LIBXC is not particularly targeting the deep learning community. It is implemented in
C, and although it does provide high-order derivatives of the functionals, it is still not straightfor-
ward to integrate with deep learning frameworks. This hinders end-to-end differentiability when
deep learning-based methods are explored for DFT. The same limitation applies to other quantum
chemistry libraries e.g. LIBCINT for integral computation. Extra efforts are needed to bridge this
gap.

To date, the two communities (DL & DFT) have not organized their efforts around toolings towards
a fully-unified paradigm to spur the research advance under deep learning framework. To address
this need and to provide a common resource for research groups working on the intersection of
DL and DFT, we present JAX-XC1, a flexible, end-to-end-differentiable and open-source library that

1https://github.com/sail-sg/jax xc
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import jax
import jax.numpy as jnp
import jax.scipy.stats.norm as norm
import pylibxc

# a 3D gaussian density function
def rho(r):
return jnp.prod(norm.pdf(r))

# a grid point in 3D
r = jnp.array([0.1, 0.2, 0.3])

func = pylibxc.LibXCFunctional("gga_c_pbe", 1)

# manually construct derivative function
d_rho = jax.grad(rho)
sigma = lambda r: jnp.dot(d_rho(r), d_rho(r))
d_sigma = jax.grad(sigma)

# manually prepare sigma
inp = {"rho": rho(r), "sigma": sigma(r)}
res = func.compute(inp)

# get exc and its 1st order derivative
exc_r = res["zk"]
df_r = res["vrho"] * d_rho(r) + res["vsigma"] * d_sigma(r)

import jax
import jax.numpy as jnp
import jax.scipy.stats.norm as norm
import jax_xc

# a 3D gaussian density function
def rho(r):

return jnp.prod(norm.pdf(r))

# a grid point in 3D
r = jnp.array([0.1, 0.2, 0.3])

exc = jax_xc.gga_c_pbe(rho, polarized=False)
f = lambda r: rho(r) * exc(r)

# get exc and its 1st order derivative
exc_r = exc(r)
df_r = jax.grad(f)(r)
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Figure 1: Left: Computation of gga c pbe XC functionals and its derivative in LIBXC API. Middle:
Same computation in JAX-XC API. Right: Design of JAX-XC. Purple block is LIBXC module; green
block is JAX-XC module. Solid lines are in build time; dotted lines are in runtime.

provides XC functionals in Jax2 (Bradbury et al., 2018). JAX-XC is designed with the usecase of
deep learning in mind, easy to use and seamlessly integrable in modern deep learning framework.
JAX-XC leverages the powerful features in Jax to accelerate on various hardwares with calculation
faster than LIBXC, and unlock differentiability up to unlimited order. We intend JAX-XC to be a
deep learning-friendly tool in the field of AI for quantum chemistry and serve as a stepping-stone
for researchers to explore and build upon.

2 JAX-XC

We first introduce XC functionals and the implementation of LIBXC. We then detail the design of
JAX-XC, including the API and the engineering efforts.

2.1 XC FUNTIONALS AND IMPLEMENTATION OF LIBXC

XC functionals compute the XC energy given the electron density as input. It takes the general form
of Exc[ρ] =

∫
ρ(r)εxc(r)dr, where r is a position in 3D space, ρ is the particle density and εxc is

the XC energy density per unit particle. LIBXC stores and computes numerous forms of εxc. XC
functionals are divided into the following categories: local density approximation (LDA), general-
gradient approximation (GGA) and meta-GGA.

In LIBXC’s C code, εxc is implemented in a point-wise evaluation manner: it takes several scalars
(the evaluation of the density, etc.) as input and output a scalar. Implementation-wise, the differences
among categories are the input arguments of εxc: for LDA, εxc(r) = εxc(ρ(r)); for GGA, εxc(r) =
εxc(ρ(r), |∇ρ(r)|2); for Meta-GGA, εxc(r) = εxc(ρ(r), |∇ρ(r)|2,∇2ρ(r), 12

∑
|∇ψ(r)|2). ψ de-

notes the molecular orbitals. Therefore, users need to prepare the input, e.g. evaluation of the density
gradient at a certain position, during the computation. We omit the spin for presentation simplicity.

With the source code written in maple (Maplesoft, 2018), LIBXC leverages the code generation
feature to obtain C code. This comes with several advantages. The maple source code is purely
functional, more readable and closer to the mathematics formula presented in the corresponding
paper. It is easier to compute the derivative of the functionals w.r.t. input arguments using maple’s
symbolic derivative. However, the available derivative is up to a certain order depending on the
maple command in build time.

2Jax is a differentiable Python library for machine learning.
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2.2 LIBRARY DESIGN

We take a fresh depart from LIBXC’s design. Instead of preparing the point-wise evaluations on ρ(r),
∇ρ(r) etc, JAX-XC provides a functional API, where different types of functionals are unified under
the same umbrella of function transformation. JAX-XC defines the function transformation F̂ which
takes the density function ρ as input and output the function εxc = F̂(ρ). Function transformation is
natively implemented in Jax. This comes with several advantages over LIBXC. Users could evaluate
εxc at a variable size of grid points to obtain the value εxc(r), or get derivative of εxc up to unlimited
order. We compare the code using LIBXC and JAX-XC in Figure 1.

These features are achieved by modifying the maple source code to generate Python code instead
of C code. Thereafter, we use global pattern matching rules and wrappers to transform the Python
code into Jax-compatible program. Finally, we use Jax’s auto-differentiation feature to wrap the
gradient operation inside the API for different types of functionals. The evaluation of the function
is decoupled from the function transformation to enable a grid-point free feature.

2.3 IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

Handling Parameters A large number of functionals have hyper-parameters. Hyper-parameters
customize the behavior of the functionals, e.g. switch between paramagnetism and ferromagnetism
mode, or modify the coefficients used inside the functionals. Notably, LIBXC preprocesses the
hyper-parameters before sending them to the main computation. While the main computation is
implemented in maple and easily convertible to Python, the preprocessing code is implemented in
C and differs for each functional. It is tedious to reimplement each of them in Python. Therefore,
we modify the original LIBXC code to expose and share the preprocessing code with JAX-XC. The
overall structure is shown in Figure 1(right). By reusing preprocessing code in LIBXC, we avoid
heavy manual efforts of translation and maintenance.

Build System We use bazel for automating the build and test of JAX-XC. bazel automates the
following steps, 1. clone LIBXC source code; 2. modify the source code to expose the preprocessing
logics; 3. generate Python code from maple source code; 4. wrap the core computation with clean
APIs and generate the documentation; 5. finally, package the library as a Python wheel.

Documentation3 We provide information on the user customizable parameters for each functional.
We also list the dependencies on other functionals when it comes to hybrid functionals. The contents
of the documentation are generated from LIBXC’s bibtex entries and parameter descriptions.

Coverage Our goal is to cover all functionals presented in LIBXC. However, there are still a dozen of
functionals not supported in JAX-XC (Appendix B). We leave special treatement to these functionals
as future work and we welcome contribution from the community.

License JAX-XC is released under MPL 2.0 license, aligned with LIBXC.

3 EXPERIMENTS

3.1 NUMERICAL ERROR

Generated from the same maple code, JAX-XC should theoretically perform exactly the same com-
putations as LIBXC. However, they could fail to align due to human error. There are also many
sources of non-determinism that could break bitwise equality in their results, i.e., the change of
operation order due to maple CodeGen’s non-determinism; the various optimizations performed by
XLA. Therefore, it is crucial to test numerically that the difference between JAX-XC and LIBXC is
within a tolerable range. With the same input values, we test the numerical differences of the out-
puts generated from JAX-XC and LIBXC. The input values (density, density gradient, etc.) are all
randomly sampled from 10−5 to 102. Since the C code is compiled with double precision, we also
enable float64 in JAX to perform an apple-to-apple comparison.

3The documentation is hosted on https://jax-xc.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
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Figure 2: Left: Relative Error r between JAX-XC and LIBXC. The y-axis is log-scale. We present
the 20 functionals with the largest r in descending order. Right: Runtime of JAX-XC and LIBXC
across different batch size. The y-axis is log-scale.

We denote the output from LIBXC as y1, the result from JAX-XC as y2. The numerical error is tested
based on both the absolute tolerance a and relative tolerance r. The criterion of passing the test is:

|y2 − y1| ≤ a+ r · y1. (1)

There are 213 core routines shared by the 700 functionals (considering most of them are hybrid
functionals). All of them pass the test for a = r = 2 × 10−10, among which 184/213 of the core
routines attains a = r = 1 × 10−14. We present the functionals with the highest relative errors
in Figure 2 (left). We found that the order of multiplication and addition which maple generated
differently for C and Python accounts for the high numerical error in the figure. In fact, Lehtola &
Marques (2022) found a list of density functionals that are numerically ill-behaved, which overlaps
with the functionals we found with high numerical error, including gga x beefvdw4, gga k meyer,
lda c pk09 and mgga x m11 l.

3.2 SPEED BENCHMARK

We conduct our experiments on a 64-core machine with Intel(R) Xeon(R) Silver 4216 CPU @
2.10GHz. For a fair comparison, the experiments of LIBXC and JAX-XC are in a CPU-only environ-
ment. We exclude the compilation time of JAX-XC and enable float64. We use the Python binding
of LIBXC (PYLIBXC in Figure 2). In numerical integration εxc needs to be evaluated on a grid of
coordinates, therefore, we also evaluate across the different batch sizes of inputs.

Figure 2 (right) shows that across all batch sizes from 1 to 107. JAX-XC runs constantly faster than
PYLIBXC. The speed-up ranges from 3× to 10×, with a higher speed-up for larger batch sizes.
We hypothesize that when the batch size is large, the speed-up mainly comes from the vectorized
backend of Jax. Other optimizations performed in the XLA compiler could also contribute to this
advantage, e.g. instruction fusion, constant folding, etc. For small batch sizes from 1 to 103, we
observe a nearly constant runtime in PYLIBXC. With some further profiling, it turns out that the
main overhead comes from the dispatching code that invokes C from Python. This points to the
possibility of further optimization in PYLIBXC’s Python code.

4 CONCLUSION

We present JAX-XC, an end-to-end-differentiable XC functional library that translates existing XC
functionals in LIBXC to Jax. We conduct experiments to validate the correctness of implementation.
We also show a significant computation acceleration thanks to the vectorized backend of Jax. JAX-
XC enables full-differentiability when integrating existing XC functionals with machine learning.
We hope that JAX-XC could help accelerate the research at the junction of machine learning and
DFT.

4In Appendix D, we provide a detailed analysis for gga x beefvdw (Wellendorff et al., 2012), the functional
with the highest numerical error.
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A LIBXC VERSION

JAX-XC is currently building upon LIBXC version 6.0.0: https://gitlab.com/libxc/libxc/-/
tree/6.0.0

B NOT AVAILABLE FUNCTIONALS

We present the list of not available functionals in the list below. Some are due to technical difficul-
ties. For example, the Becke-Roussel exchange functional (Becke & Roussel, 1989) does not have
an closed analytic form and its numerical solution in LIBXC is implemented in C. Others are due to
Jax’s lack of support. For example, Jax is extremely slow when calling exp1 function in batch5, by
which the functionals are affected could be supported once the issue is solved.

• Becke-Roussel functional (Becke & Roussel, 1989) not having a closed-form expression:

gga_x_fd_lb94
gga_x_fd_revlb94
gga_x_gg99
gga_x_kgg99
hyb_gga_xc_case21
hyb_mgga_xc_b94_hyb
hyb_mgga_xc_br3p86
mgga_c_b94
mgga_x_b00
mgga_x_bj06
mgga_x_br89
mgga_x_br89_1
mgga_x_mbr
mgga_x_mbrxc_bg
mgga_x_mbrxh_bg
mgga_x_mggac
mgga_x_rpp09
mgga_x_tb09

• Requiring explicit 1D integration:

lda_x_1d_exponential
lda_x_1d_soft

• JIT too long for exp1:

gga_x_wpbeh
gga_c_ft97

• vxc functional not comparable to LIBXC direct computation:

lda_xc_tih
gga_c_pbe_jrgx
gga_x_lb

C COMPARISON OF RUNTIME RATIO ACROSS BATCH SIZE

We present the distribution of runtime ratio of JAX-XC and LIBXC in Figure 3, computed as the
runtime of JAX-XC divided by the runtime of LIBXC. We exclude one datapoint mgga x 2d prhg07
from the runtime ratio visualization because it is an outlier due to Jax’s lack of support of lamberw

5https://github.com/google/jax/issues/13543
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function6 and we use tensorflow probability.substrates.jax.math.lambertw instead. We
observe a 3x-5x speed down in this functional. We note that this datapoint is only excluded in the
visualization in Figure 3 but is taken into account in the calculation of average speedup in Figure 2.
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Figure 3: Distribution of runtime ratio across batch size.

D SOURCE OF NUMERICAL ERROR IN gga x beefvdw

gga x beefvdw is the functional with the largest numerical error when the outputs from JAX-XC
and LIBXC are compared (Figure 2, left). It involves computing the sum of a series of Lengendre
polynomial from order 0 to order 30, whose coefficients are obtained by fitting the experimental data
(c.f. Table III in Wellendorff et al. (2012)).

Here we layout the analysis of the core program (unpolarized version) from both libraries, generated
from the same maple source code but are displayed in Python and C respectively.

D.1 C CODE IN LIBXC

t2 = rho[0] / 0.2e1 <= p->dens_threshold;
t3 = M_CBRT3;
t4 = M_CBRTPI;
...
t78 = -0.69459735177638985466e0 * t45 + 0.52755620115589800943e0 * t47 -
0.38916037779196815969e0 * t44 - 0.44233229018433803622e3 * t50 -
0.61754786104528599731e3 * t52 + 0.37835396407252402359e4 * t54 -
0.72975787893717136018e1 * t56 + 0.30542034959315850168e2 * t58 +
0.86005730499279641299e2 * t60 - 0.5427777462637186032e4 * t64 +
0.4135586188014653875e4 * t63 * t66 - 0.29150193011493262292e5 * t70 +
0.40074935854432390114e5 * t72 + 0.90365611108522808258e5 * t74 -
0.16114215399846280595e6 * t76;
...
t102 = 0.11313514630621233134e1 - 0.13204466182182150467e6 * t79 +

6https://github.com/google/jax/issues/13680
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0.2558947952623533461e6 * t81 - 0.32352403136049329184e6 * t83 +
0.18078200670879145336e6 * t85 - 0.12981481812794983922e6 * t87 +
0.56174007979372666951e5 * t89 + 0.27967048856303053872e6 * t91 -
0.10276426607863824397e5 * t93 - 0.16837084139014120539e6 * t63 -
0.281024018056846299e4 * t66 + 0.70504541869034010051e5 * t97 +
0.22748997850816485208e4 * t69 - 0.20148245175625047025e5 * t62 +
0.37534251004296526981e-1 * t41;
t103 = t78 + t102;
t107 = my_piecewise3(t2, 0, -0.3e1 / 0.8e1 * t6 * t19 * t103);
tzk0 = 0.2e1 * t107;

D.2 PYTHON CODE IN JAX-XC

t3 = jnp.cbrt(3)
...
t87 = 0.4135586188014653875e4 * t50 * t49 - 0.5427777462637186032e4 * t50 * t53 +
0.40074935854432390114e5 * t50 * t56 - 0.29150193011493262292e5 * t50 * t60 +
0.90365611108522808258e5 * t50 * t63 - 0.16114215399846280595e6 * t50 * t66 -
0.13204466182182150467e6 * t50 * t48 + 0.2558947952623533461e6 * t50 * t71 -
0.32352403136049329184e6 * t50 * t46 + 0.18078200670879145336e6 * t50 * t47 -
0.12981481812794983922e6 * t50 * t59 + 0.56174007979372666951e5 * t50 * t44 +
0.27967048856303053872e6 * t50 * t45 - 0.16837084139014120539e6 * t50 +
0.70504541869034010051e5 * t48 * t71
...
t103 = 0.11313514630621233134e1 - 0.10276426607863824397e5 * t48 * t66 -
0.281024018056846299e4 * t49 + 0.22748997850816485208e4 * t60 -
0.20148245175625047025e5 * t53 + 0.37835396407252402359e4 * t56 -
0.44233229018433803622e3 * t48 - 0.61754786104528599731e3 * t63 +
0.86005730499279641299e2 * t66 - 0.72975787893717136018e1 * t47 +
0.30542034959315850168e2 * t71 - 0.69459735177638985466 * t46 -
0.38916037779196815969 * t45 + 0.52755620115589800943 * t59 +
0.37534251004296526981e-1 * t42
t108 = jnp.where(r0 / 0.2e1 <= p.dens_threshold, 0,

-0.3e1 / 0.8e1 * t3 / t4 * t18 * t19 * (t87 + t103))
tzk0 = 0.2e1 * t108

From the generated code, we could see that in both libraries, maple’s code generation mechanism
splits the sum of the series of Lengendre polynomials from order 0 to order 30 into 2 temporary
variables (t78 and t102 in C code, t87 and t103 in Python code), which are later summed together.
However, the behavior of splitting the summation into 2 groups is not consistent in Python and C.

For example, if we give the input of density n = 1 and the square norm of the density gradi-
ent σ = |∇n · ∇n| = 1, the 2 temporary variables in Python will be 4950.3740984881515
and −4949.336203207162, while the other 2 variables in C will be 99989.78580149758
and −99988.74790621664. The summation of them gives 1.0378952809896873 and
1.0378952809405746, where there is already a numerical error of order 10−11.

Since both versions create temporary variables and do not fully reflect the analytic solution, more
analysis on what implementation is closer to the analytic solution is needed.
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